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the spy thriller takes its storytelling more seriously this season, delivering a complex narrative that not only finds its way to a conclusion, but is executed with an exacting perfection the show has been known for in the past. strike back - season four (also known as strike back: shadow warfare or strike back: cinemax season 3 ) once again stars philip winchester as
sergeant michael stonebridge and sullivan stapleton as sergeant damien scott, members of a top secret british intelligence unit known as section 20. rhona mitra reprises her role as maj. rachel dalton, section 20's commanding officer. michelle lukes returns as section 20's sergeant julia richmond. lyne rene returns mossad agent rebecca levi. dougray scott will
appear as james leatherby, a rogue operative. season 4 focuses on section 20's pursuit of elusive terrorist al-zuhari and his cartel partners across several global locales including colombia, beirut and europe. what's next the harvard women's hockey team will play for a chance at its 15th beanpot title this coming tuesday, feb. 6 at conte forum on the campus of

boston college. harvard's first round game will be against boston university at 5 p.m. northeastern will take on boston college in the second round with puck drop set for 8 p. all games will be broadcast on espn3. next weekend, harvard will close out regular season action at the bright-landry hockey center, hosting union and rensselaer on friday, feb. 9 and saturday,
feb. 10 respectively. strike back - season four (also known as strike back: shadow warfare or strike back: cinemax season 3 ) once again stars philip winchester as sergeant michael stonebridge and sullivan stapleton as sergeant damien scott, members of a top secret british intelligence unit known as section 20. rhona mitra reprises her role as maj. rachel dalton,

section 20's commanding officer. michelle lukes returns as section 20's sergeant julia richmond. lyne rene returns mossad agent rebecca levi. dougray scott will appear as james leatherby, a rogue operative.
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strike back has been a success since its first series (although not much of a franchise
success, i might add - bourne movies got strike back made, after all). so much so that

cinemax set up a spin-off of the show, called strike back: the broken. i can confidently say
that the broken has been much better than i thought it would be. also, the secret mission

reveals in the new season are not that exciting. they are, however, a great place for a bit of
exposition and character development, and for instance, a little something to show aussie

fans that there is life outside of the down under. this political thriller set against the backdrop
of an international crisis centers around michael stonebridge (philip winchester), a british

soldier who has sacrificed his life for his country and doesn’t believe in a larger cause. sent
out to a remote and desolate caribbean island, his mission is simple: neutralize a ruthless

drug lord who is trafficking with terrorists and rogue governments. when an unplanned
mission threatens the balance of his life, michael must decide what he stands for and how he
measures success. season 4 picks up immediately after s3 finale, where stonebridge fights

through the elements of the island to take out the drug lord and his minions. farhan is
somewhere on the island, which he should be by now. meanwhile, stonebridge has recruited

a new team member, an ex-delta soldier, damien scott, who is there for less honorable
reasons, and who may actually be more resourceful than the others. the absence of any

discussion of the matter makes it clear that stonebridge and scott are now working together,
perhaps for some new purpose. 5ec8ef588b
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